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ARTICLE

THE LEGAL RESPONSE TO COMPUTER MISUSE
IN MALAYSIA - THE COMPUTER CRIMES

ACT 1997
by DR ZAITONHAMIN*

Introduction
Malaysia is embarking onto a massive and ambitious plan to become a fully
developed nation with a value-based society by the year 2020. The Prime Minster, Dr
Mahathir, had laid down the groundwork for this government policy in 1991 with his
announcement of Vision 2020. The government perceives the application of
information and communication technologies across both Malaysian society and
economy as a means of achieving these goals and symbols of success.1 Thus, the
present thrust in Malaysia's development plans is to build a "knowledge-based
economy" which leads to the establishment of a National IT Agenda (NITA) to
formulate a combination of goals and means as the roles of information, knowledge
and "echnopreneurship" working together to transform the economy into a
"knowledge economy" (k-economy) and the society into a "knowledge society"
(k-society).2 To achieve these broad aims a legislative platform or what is termed by
NITA, as "infostructure" is needed. Six cyber laws involving digital signature,
computer crimes, telemedicine, and electronic government, copyright and
multimedia convergence have been identified as necessary and were created since
1997 3 jijg Computer Crimes Act 1997 was amongst the first to be enacted. It was
published in the Gazette on 30 June 1997 and received Royal Assent on 18 June 1997.
However, it only became enforceable three years later on 30 June 2000.
The purpose of this article is to critically examine the legal response to computer
misuse in Malaysia as provided for in the Computer Crimes Act 1997 (hereinafter
"the 1997 Act"). It seeks to examine the broad objectives of the 1997 Act. Also, it
seeks to critically examine the statutory provisions contained therein in order to
assess whether the 1997 Act can achieve these aims. The article is divided into four
sections. The first section discusses briefly the political background of the creation of
the 1997 Act, the legislative settings in which it was created and the broader
objectives of the legislation. The second section critically examines its legislative
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scope having regard to the substantive offences, the evidential, procedural and
jurisdictional issues involved. The third section offers some critiques for its
improvement and the last section concludes the article.

Political Background of the Creation of the 1997 Act
Rapid economic growth in the early to mid-1990s has not only resolved many of the
country's economic problems of the 1980s, but it had enabled the ruling party, Barisan
Nasional, to consolidate its power. Towards this goal, Dr Mahathir created a vision of
modernity for Malaysia, what he terms as 'Wawasan 2020' (Vision 2020),4 which
refashioned the relations between the state and the civil society.5 The objective of this
vision is Malaysia's emerging position as an economically developed and
industrialised nation by the year 2020. Central to this undertaking is the Multimedia
Super Corridor (hereinafter the "MSC"), a designated area of 750 square kilometer of
high technology zone from Kuala Lumpur City Centre to the KL International
Airport. The MSC was launched in 1997 amid much government-orchestrated
fanfare with Dr Mahathir envisioning that it will be a "global gift to the information
age".6 Instrumental to its success is the participation of knowledge based industries
such as Microsoft, Oracle and Silicon Graphics, which the government hopes would
establish research and development facilities and make the MSC a hub for "software
solutions". The MSC relies on the "hard" IT infrastructure as well as "soft"
infrastructure to attract foreign investors.7 The former relates to the modern highspeed telecommunication media links between all businesses, government offices
and homes in the area and direct links to the rest of the world. The latter is concerned
with business and investor-friendly incentives including tax exemption between 5 to
10 years, unrestricted employment of knowledge workers and non-censorship of the
Internet.8
The "soft" infrastructure also involves the creation of two sets of forward-thinking
cyber laws, commerce-enabling cyber laws and societal cyber laws.9 On the one hand,
the former are the Digital Signature Act 1997 which governs electronic signatures,
the Copyright (Amendment) Act 1997 to enhance intellectual property protection and
the Multimedia Convergence Act 1997 to streamline communication, information
and broadcasting services. On the other hand, the latter are manifested in statutes
such as the Computer Crimes Act 1997, which criminalises unauthorised access to
and modification of computer contents and the Telemedicine Act 1997 that allow
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remote provision of medical services. These legislative measures were introduced to
reassure potential investors of the seriousness of the government in protecting
technology and in the prevention of "cyber crimes".
Legislative Setting
The 1997 Act was drafted in early 1997 and was modeled after the UK Computer
Misuse Act 1990. In contrast to the UK 1990 Act, the creation of the Malaysian 1997
Act was not preceded by a Law Commission report. The Computer Crimes Bill was
tabled together with the Digital Signature Bill during the parliamentary session on 25
March 1997. The then Energy, Telecommunication and Post Minister, Datuk Leo
Moggie presented it for the first reading and the House of Representatives passed the
bill on 5 May 1997. One would observe that this is typical of the Malaysian lawcreation practice, in that there was a lack of discussion and consultation with the
public on the policy underlying the law. Any discussion of the social or legal
implications of the proposed cyber laws was also lacking. Hence, its creation was
shrouded in controversy, not so much from its criminalizing implications but from the
secrecy in which it was introduced in Parliament.10 Numerous calls from the
opposition party for public discussions prior to its introduction in the Lower House in
Parliament were rejected. The leader of the opposition party had called for the
formation of a Parliamentary Cyber Law Committee, the function of which was to vet
all cyber laws before being tabled in Parliament.11 However, such call was largely
ignored and the law was finally adopted in June 1997.

Legislative Goals
Although the creation of the 1997 Act was primarily aimed at criminalising hacking
activities, which is intended to prevent and punish the perpetrators of computer crime,12
the wider objectives of the 1997 Act cannot be denied. Given the social and economic
conditions under which it was created, the 1997 Act together with other cyber laws
proposed and/or created are also designed to establish Malaysia as a leader in the
development of cyber laws.13 Dr Mahathir had proposed that other ASEAN countries
adopted the cyber laws that Malaysia had enacted.14 To a large extent, the growth of
these cyber laws was driven by the need to reassure major foreign investors in the
MSC project that there is ample protection for intellectual property and the risks of
computer crime.15 The then Deputy Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Anuar Ibrahim, was
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reported to say that the six proposed cyber laws in the form of "commerce enabling
laws" and "societal laws" were vital in encouraging the use of electronic commerce
and the provision of security to users of the Multimedia Super Corridor project.16 In
the course of winding up the debate on the Computer Crimes Bill, the Energy,
Telecommunication and Post Minister reiterated that the creation of the 1997 Act was
to ensure confidence amongst foreign investors in the MSC project that the Malaysian
Government was serious in protecting the information technology industry.17 Along
the same lines, the New Straits Times stated that these "cyber laws are to attract and
encourage corporations to use the MSC and turn Malaysia into the region's IT hub".18
Ken Wasch, the President of Software Publishers Association was reported to say that
Malaysia's cyber laws are "just the kind of legislation needed to lure operations of
foreign IT companies into the country".19
The next section examines the scope of the 1997 Act and evaluates its merits as against
these broad goals. Comparisons of the relevant provisions with similar provisions
adopted in other jurisdictions and tested in the courts will be made in the evaluation
of its potential efficacy.20 Its internal consistency, clarity and transferability to other
countries will be examined and compared to the recommendations of international
organisations responsible for addressing cyber crimes in determining whether the
1997 Act promotes Malaysia's goals of becoming a leader in the development of
cyber laws, which is one of the aspirations of Dr Mahathir.21 However, whether or not
the 1997 Act can provide reassurance to potential MSC investors can be assessed in
the light of concerns expressed by businesses about computer misuse and crime and
the 1997 Act's ability to address these concerns.

Legislative Scope
The 1997 Act is heavily modeled on the UK Computer Misuse Act 1990 with some
modifications. The Act is the first Malaysian criminal statute designed to tackle the
misuse of computers, creating four new offences of computer misuse, with attendant
matters of jurisdiction and procedure. Divided into three parts, the preliminary
matters contain short title and definitions. The second part provides for the offences
relating to computer misuse and specific penalties for each offence. The last part
deals with procedural and jurisdictional matters. We will now examine the provisions
of the 1997 Act to determine the liability of computer users, the jurisdictional issues,
the procedural matters, particularly the powers of the law enforcers, and the
evidential issues that arise.
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Definitional Issues
Contrary to the UK 1990 Act, which provides no definition for the word "computer"
the 1997 Act takes a different approach. Section 2(1) defines a computer as "an
electronic, magnetic, optical, electro-chemical, or other data or processing devices,
or a group of interconnected or related devices, performing logical, arithmetic,
storage and display functions, and it includes any data storage facility or
communications facility directly related to or operating in conjunction with such
device or group of such interconnected or related device".
The 1997 Act, however, excludes from the definition any "automated typewriter or
typesetter, or a portable hand held calculator or other similar device which is
non-programmable or which does not contain any data storage facility".22 Any
reference to a computer23 in the 1997 Act would seem to include a computer
network24 as well.25 This would include hubs and routers in the local area network
and in the wide area network; the term 'computer' will cover the network
management systems of the telecommunications service provider.26 Unlike the
Computer Misuse Amendment Act 1998 of Singapore (hereinafter "the CMAA1998"),
the 1997 Act does not provide for the ministerial power to extend the list of computer
by official notification in view of rapid technological advances.27
Almost identical to the Singaporean counterpart, "data" is defined in section 2(1) as
"representations of information or of concepts that are being prepared or have had
had been prepared in a form suitable in a computer". Similarly, the meaning of
"program" is identical to the Singapore 1998 Act. Section 2 (1) provides that "data
representing instructions or statements that, when executed in the computer, causes
the computer to perform a function". In line with the Singapore counterpart, the 1997
Act envisages removable storage facilities such as floppy disks and tapes. Section
2(6) provides that any program or data held in a computer includes reference to those
held in any removable storage medium, which is for the time being in the computer.

Criminalising Unauthorised Access
Section 3(1) of the 1997 Act which is identical in its wording to the 1990 Act28
provides for the criminalization of any intentional access to a computer without
authorization. Intended to act as a general deterrent and to criminalise any form of
hacking, the punishment of a maximum fine of RM50, 000 or a maximum
22
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imprisonment of five years or both, which was provided for in section 3(3) is rather
harsh. The offence can be committed if the perpetrator "causes a computer to perform
any function".. Securing access 29 to a program30 or data is completed where the
accused, by causing the computer to perform any function, alters or erases the data or
program, copies it, moves it, uses31 it or displays it.32
Similar to the Singapore Computer Misuse (Amendment) Act 1998, the prosecution
must prove that the accused intends to secure access and that he knows that the access
he intends to secure was unauthorised.33 It is immaterial whether he succeeds in
obtaining such access. The offence is to cover cases where the ultimate target
computer may be unknown to the perpetrator. Although this type of criminalization
of simple hacking without proof whether or not security measures were circumvented
are similar to the legal provisions of some states in the USA,34 it goes beyond the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recommendation
which provides that hacking is an offence if security measures such as password
protection are encroached in order to gain access to the computer.35 The recent
Council of Europe Convention on Cyber Crime in 2001 contains a similar proposal.
Article 2 proposes that illegal access is when it is "committed intentionally the access
to the whole or any part of a computer system without right' and it may be committed
by infringing security measures".36
By section 2(5) access is "unauthorised" if the person gaining access does not have
control over the kind of access and either the person does not have consent to the kind
of access, or he/she has exceeded the consent given to him/her for that kind of access.
In cases where consent has been obtained, access may still be unauthorised if the
person has exceeded such consent or right to access. Such a provision of access in
excess of consent or authority is evidently an extension of the UK 1990 Act, which
merely provides that for unauthorised access,37 the accused is not entitled to control
access to the program or data and he/she does not have the necessary consent from
any one who is entitled to give it. When using the computer at work employees may
be committing this offence if they intend to access any program or data, which to their
knowledge they do not have the authority to access.
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The criminalisation of mere hacking, which has been considered as "bold and
decisive"38 would augur well for reassuring potential investors in the MSC that
anti-hacking law in Malaysia is punitive enough. It is the preferred mode of
legislative strategy because more often than not hackers access one computer in order
to gain access to another computer, sometimes more than once.39 This method of
attack is taken to take advantage of the existence of the "trusted system",40 which
saves hackers the trouble of cracking the password of the second system. This would
also enable them to cover their electronic tracks and make it more difficult to identify
them. However, Section 3 has been criticised by many, including the leader of the
opposition party, as being too harsh, which tends to criminalise young computer
hobbyists, who have gained unauthorised access without malicious intent or causing
damage to the computer.41 He suggested that the Malaysian government should adopt
a system based on the Hawaiian legislation, empowering the court to dismiss a
prosecution for unauthorised access with no malice or no damage to the computer.42
The criminalization of mere hacking in 1997 Act was criticised for being too wide
and bringing accidental or unintentional unauthorised access into the purview of the
law. The 1997 Act will now cover cases where a person is unknowingly led to access
unauthorised data. For example, some Internet user might, during a relay chat session
receive an Internet address with a user ID and password to access a particular website.
Once he gains access he has committed an offence.43
The offence of unauthorised access with intent in section 4(1) is considered more
serious than the section 3(1) offence. As such, the penalty under section 4(3) is more
severe than mere unauthorised access which is a maximum imprisonment often years
or a maximum fine of RM150, 000 or both. Section 4 envisages several ulterior
offences involving the mens rea of fraudulent intention,44 dishonest intention45 or
causing injury.46 If for example, an insider or external hacker who has gained
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unauthorised access to a computer or its systems diverts funds from some other
person's bank account into his/her own account, he/she would now ran foul of section
4(1).
The element of "causing injury" in section 4(1) suggests that while the protection of
property is uppermost for this type of offences, the protection of the person is not
neglected.47 Otherwise, a more serious offence involving injury to human lives such
as murder48 or culpable homicide not amounting to murder,49 which resulted not merely
in injury but death, would in effect be excluded. Similar to the 1990 Act,50 sections 3
and 4 would seem to be hierarchical, in the sense that failure to convict under section
4 would enable an alternative prosecution under section 3. This is so because
obtaining unauthorised access initially is a prerequisite to section 4.
The offence appears to catch offenders who merely prepare to commit further
offences but have not attempted to do so.51 This would in effect remove the limitation
of the traditional law of attempt in dealing with the activity at which the new law is
directed. Suppose a hacker hacks into a computer to obtain confidential information
intending to blackmail someone. He is not guilty of attempted extortion as his
conduct is merely preparatory to extortion, but he would be guilty of unauthorised
access with intent to extort under the new section 4. Significantly, this aggravated
offence of hacking is in line with OECD recommendations, which do not limit
criminalization to occurrence when the computer being accessed was secured.52

Criminalizing Unauthorised Modification
Section 5(1) offence is directed at the increasing practice of active interference with a
computer data or programs. It creates an offence of unauthorised modification of the
contents of a computer if the person knows that his/her act will cause an unauthorised
modification of program and data, even if the person does not target a specific data or
program. This would suggest that the Malaysian provision is restricted only to
computer program or data and is not as wide as the UK provision to cover the
machine itself, which is any particular computer.53 The wording of the 1997 Act is
rather different from the 1990 Act whereby nothing short of intention suffices.
However, under the 1997 Act mere knowledge that an act causes unauthorised
modification is sufficient to constitute the simple offence. The excluded mens rea
which is evident under the UK law refers to the intention of the accused to impair the
computer's operation, hinder access to computer material by a legitimate user or
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impair the operation or the reliability of computer held material.54 In Lai FookKee v
PP55 the court seems to suggest that the word "knows" should bear its ordinary
meaning and that it should be conscientiously made.56
The "modification" in section 2(7) occurs where a function57 of the "target"
computer itself is operated. Such effects of the modification under the Malaysian law
is limited, as it merely requires that any program or data held in any computer is
altered or erased,58 or introductions or additions are made to its contents59 or any
occurring events, which impairs the normal operation of any computer.60 However,
unlike the 1990 Act, section 5(1) does not extend the effects of the modification to
those acts, which "prevent or hinder access to any data or program or impair the
operation of any such program or the reliability of any such data".61 The simple
offence in Section 5 would cover cases where the defendant knowingly introduces a
computer "worm"62 or a "virus"63 into a computer system, without impairing the
operation of any program or data. In the former case such a program uses up all the
spare capacity on the computer by adding programs or data to the computer's
contents64 thereby impairing the operation of the computer. In the latter case some
viruses might be schoolboy pranks but some may contain time bombs, which on a
certain date performs a task such as printing a message or destroying data.

The effects of section 5(1)
What would the position be in Malaysia if a case such as Turner,65 where a hacker
who has gained an unauthorised access into another person's computer was to encrypt
the data, rendering the data inaccessible to the users? Or a similar case such as
Goulden,66 where a disgruntled former employee/consultant, used a "logic bomb"67
to hinder access to information stored on the employer's computer system? On the
one hand, it could be contended that as long as the offender does an act, which he/she
54
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knows will cause an unauthorised modification he/she is guilty of an offence under
section 5(1), irrespective of what his/her intention is or the consequences of his/her
act. On the other hand, if such acts do not modify the materials one could argue that
they do not come within the ambit of section 5.
Section 3 of the UK 1990 Act, which is similar to section 5, has been successfully
applied in the case of Pile,6* involving a virus writer who published several viruses
on the Internet, from where many corporate computers were infected and costing
considerable damage to those companies. He was sentenced to eighteen months
imprisonment. If such a case were to occur in Malaysia, a similar result could well be
achieved by applying section 5. The creation of a statute that is textually similar to the
1990 Act, which was used to obtain a successful conviction against a computer
criminal, should provide some sense of security to MSC potential investors that the
Malaysian law is effective and that the protection of their interests is paramount to the
government.69
The 1997 Act is in a similar vein to the 1990 Act due to the broad scope of the offence
that extends to "any act that contributes towards causing such a modification shall be
regarded as causing it".70 By section 5(3) it is irrelevant whether the modification is
permanent or temporary. The offence might be made out if a person enters a virus
onto a floppy disc and then puts that disc into circulation with the result that
ultimately a computer somewhere becomes infected with the virus.71 This is because
such an act could constitute an "act which contributes towards causing such a
modification" and "shall be regarded as causing it".72 However, for the offence to be
made out the prosecution must prove a causal relationship between the act and the
effect it possesses (i.e. of modifying the computer contents).73
According to section 2(8) modification is "unauthorised" if the accused is not
personally entitled to determine whether it should be made and he/she does not have
the necessary consent from anyone who is entitled to give it. For this offence the
concept of authority without consent or authority is similar to the UK position.74 As
opposed to the 1990 Act, which applies a similar type of authority for both the
offences of unauthorised access and unauthorised modification, one would observe
that the Malaysian law provides a different concept of authority for both the offences.
For unauthorised access the concept of authority is wider than that for section 5
offence, because it encompasses those who are not entitled to control access to
program or data; or those who do not have consent; or those who exceed any right or
consent given to him. This last requirement of access in excess of authority appears to
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be missing from the unauthorised modification offence. During the tabling of the Act
there was no plausible policy reason given by the relevant minister for the distinction
in the concept of authority in sections 3 and 5.
Unlike the 1990 Act, the Malaysian statute provides for a specific offence of unauthorised modification with intent to cause injury75 suggesting the primacy of human
life. The more severe punishment (a maximum imprisonment of ten years and/or a
maximum fine of RM150, 000 or both) than the simple offence (a maximum
imprisonment of seven years or a maximum fine of RM100, 000 or both) also
indicates that it is an aggravated offence.76 While the OECD recommendation
includes modification of program or data for purposes of committing an illegal
transfer of funds or thing of value, committing a forgery and intending to hinder the
functioning of a computer or telecommunication system,77 the Council of Europe
Select Committee on Crime Problem recommendations included alteration of
computer data or program. 78 In this respect the Malaysian provision is more
restrictive than these recommendations because the unauthorised modification need
not damage a computer system or impair its functioning. As such, a person can be
theoretically prosecuted for releasing a virus even if the virus is non-destructive.
The Convention on Cyber Crimes in 2001 provides extensive recommendations for
unauthorised modification. Article 4 proposes an offence relating to data interference
when the act is committed intentionally to damage, delete, deteriorate, alter or
suppress data.79 Article 5, which seeks to prevent system interference, recommends
that it is an offence to intentionally and seriously hinder the functioning of a computer
system by inputting, transmitting, damaging, deleting, deteriorating, altering or
suppressing computer data.80 In view of this legal development that is to cater for
Internet-related behaviour, it would be beneficial for Malaysia to review the 1997 Act
and to extend the protection to any computer (as in the 1990 Act). Not only would
such step broaden the scope of protected components, it would also add clarity to the
1997 Act. This would bring the law more in line with many developed nations and
with the developments of the Internet.

Criminalizing Wrongful Communication of Password etc.
This offence seems to aim at rectifying any weakness in the computer security and at
reducing the risks of unauthorised access in any organisation. The UK law, however,
is notably silent on this point. Section 6(1) makes it an offence to disclose any means
of access such as a code or password to an unauthorised person and the penalty
provided for such act is a maximum imprisonment of three years or a maximum fine
75
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of RM25, 000. In contrast to the new Singapore provision81 that requires knowledge
and lack of authority, there seems to be no requirement as to the mens rea in section 6.
The question then is whether this section is creating a strict liability offence. One
could argue that the presumption against such an offence that is applicable in the UK,
similarly applies in this situation.82 The fact that the provision contains a criminal
offence83 as opposed to a quasi-criminal or civil one, the mischief of the crime,84 the
maximum punishment85 provided and the view that a strict liability might not assist
in the enforcement of the law,86 would suggest that the Malaysian Parliament did not
intend a strict liability offence.87 Moreover, carelessness or inadvertence might not
suffice, as the word "wrongful" would indicate the requirement of some kind of culpability on the part of the perpetrator. One commentator has contended that intention
would be required for this offence.88 However, in view of the fact that the penalty
provided for this offence is much less severe than the three other offences, perhaps
knowledge or a mens rea that is similar to the Singapore statute would be adequate.
If the government's intent was to create a strict liability offence concerning this
offence, then that intent should be clearly stated. The decision whether or not mens
rea applied should not be left to the discretion of the judiciary. Trial judges might find
it difficult to sentence an accused person who has no intention of committing the
offence with which he/she is charged.89 Although a strict liability offence might work
in favour of the prosecution as it removes the burden of proving the defendant has the
necessary mens rea,90 it can be an inadequate measure for retributive, deterrent and
rehabilitative purposes.91 The imposition of strict criminal liability would be wide
enough to cover mistakes made by employees and others and this is of questionable
value.92 This provision lacks clarity and can be subject to different interpretations,
which could undermine the ability of Malaysia to become a leader in the development
of cyber laws.
The OECD and the Council of Europe did not include this provision in their
recommendations. However, the Convention on Cyber Crimes 2001 has recommended
that intentional production, sale, procurement for use, import, distribution and
possession of computer password, access code or similar data with the intention of
using them in the commission of a crime is unlawful. This in effect would criminalise
the conduct such as the publication of lists of passwords or compilation of a program
such as "password sniffer" that can be used in attempting to discover valid passwords
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relating to a particular Internet site.93 In view of this recent development there is a
stronger case for removing the ambiguity relating to the mens rea requirement in the
offence of wrongful communication of password to unauthorised person. There is
also a need to keep abreast with the risks of Internet-related conduct because the
Internet does present challenges to the efficiency of "new" computer crime laws such
as the 1997 Act.
In contrast to the Singapore provision,94 which requires that disclosure relates to any
password, access code or other means of gaining access to a program or data held in
any computer, the Malaysian statute states that such disclosure must relate to a
computer per se. This would suggest that the latter law is broader than the former in
that it would be sufficient if the code, password etc. allows access to be obtained. It
would appear to be immaterial whether further acts are required to gain actual access
to the program or data. In view of the wide definition of "computer" in the 1997 Act,
one could contend that even causing a telephone company to make a connection may
fall foul of the section, as that company can "by other means" cause or enable access
to a computer to occur. As opposed to the Singapore statute, which provides that
disclosure is for any wrongful gain, or unlawful purpose or wrongful loss to any
person, section 6 does not provide for any purpose. As such, disclosure to
unauthorised person for any reason could fall within the ambit of the law.

Inchoate offences issues
Unlike the 1990 Act, the 1997 Act is in line with the Singapore counterpart, regarding
making it an offence to abet the commission of, or to attempt to commit, any offences
under the Act. Section 7 provides that anyone who abets the commission of an
offence under the Act, or does any act preparatory to or in furtherance of an offence,
is guilty of the substantive offence.95 Abetting or attempting to commit an activity
criminalised by the Act is punishable by the same penalty as the substantive offence.96
Preparatory acts or acts in furtherance of an activity criminalised by the Act are
punishable by half the maximum imprisonment term of the substantive offence, the
full fine or both.97
This section envisages three stages of conduct, namely the preparatory acts, attempts
and finally the commission of the offence. In view of the drafting of section 7,
preparatory or preliminary acts could occur at the moment the computer is activated,
in the case of an employee using a stand-alone system or when a log-in password is
imputed via another computer, in the case of an external hacker.98 Similar to
above-mentioned section 4, this section would seem to bring forward the point in
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time at which an offence may be said to have been committed." Hence, the effect of
this section would be that acts that do not amount to attempts, but are merely
preparatory could still attract criminal liability by virtue of section 7 being read
together with other substantive sections. Section 7(2) provides for a jail sentence but
is silent as to the fines. Hence, one could speculate that the maximum fine that the
court can impose is still intact. This would mean that the court could impose the
maximum fine rather than half of the sum permitted under the penalty section.
Furthermore, there is an apparent inconsistency between section 7 and section 6. Given
that the latter criminalises the unauthorised communication of passwords or
computer access coded it is rather difficult to construe the scope of section 7's
anti-abetting provision. According to the basic principles of statutory presumption
where inconsistency within a statute occurs the Act must be taken as a whole. Thus, in
order to give effect to the term "any act in furtherance" in section 7 it must be
interpreted narrowly, which could mean that several activities might not be caught by
section 7, as they are not "an act in furtherance" of section 6 offence. These could
include password trafficking or deliberate insertion of "trap door" into the operating
system, a program that allows everyone with a predetermined access code to log into
the affected system. This instrumental inconsistency has led to the view that
"Malaysia cannot expect to be considered a leader in this area of law when it adopts
seemingly conflicting provisions that judges of other nations might not be able to
reconcile".100

Jurisdictional Issues
Computer crime presents a problem in jurisdictions because under the general principle of criminal procedure, criminal offences can only be prosecuted in the locus delicti.
However, in such cases it may be difficult to determine the locus of the defendant's
hacking activity. The problem for the law enforcer is compounded by the fact that the
courts have traditionally determined the "loci" by reference to the place where the
activity was "completed". Now the problem with this is that the perpetrator can be
located in one jurisdiction, access a computer in another jurisdiction and the hard
copy representation of the hacker's activities might be produced in another jurisdiction.
The 1997 Act contains provisions directed at computer crime across international
boundaries. Section 9 extends the jurisdiction of Malaysia to the offender under the
Act if the computer, program or data accessed or modified was in Malaysia or capable
of being connected to, sent to, used by or with a computer in Malaysia at the material
time.101 In contrast to the detailed, complex and cumbersomely worded provisions of
the 1990 Act, the new provisions in the 1997 Act are simpler. The extra-territorial
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nature of the offences is recognised and that nationalities other than Malaysians are
still liable to prosecution for offences that are committed under the 1997 Act.
At first glance, section 9(2) suggests that the Malaysian courts will have jurisdiction
in respect of the four new computer crimes (together with their inchoate offences),
where a significant link exists with domestic jurisdiction. Such a link is established if
either the computer crime originates in Malaysia or is directed against any computer
systems in Malaysia, or even if Malaysia is only used as a transit point. This would
mean that prosecutions could be made where either the accused or the victim
computer was within the Malaysian jurisdiction at the time of the offence.
Additionally, even the physical location of the program or data would be sufficient to
found jurisdiction.102 Alternatively, the words "capable of being connected to or sent
to" would suggest that the Malaysian courts would have jurisdiction even where the
country is used as a transit point. This is an extension of the UK position in that not
only would physical presence suffice but a mere transient presence would also be
adequate.103 However, on closer scrutiny the provisions are not only wide but also
problematic as any computer in Malaysia with Internet connections can be accessed
by, or receive a program or data from any other computers with similar capabilities.
As a result, Malaysian law applies to any hackers who access or infect any computer,
whether or not a Malaysian computer is ever involved in, or affected by, the
activity.104
However, jurisdiction is subjected to the principle of double criminality. This means
that if the perpetrator is operating within Malaysia, but the criminal intent envisaged
by him will occur abroad, the Malaysian courts would only have jurisdiction where
the contemplated conduct was a criminal offence in that other country as well as in
Malaysia.105 The 1990 Act contains appropriate extradition provisions to facilitate
prosecutions in such cases. However, unless there are proper extradition treaties
between Malaysia and other countries, a criminal action against a foreign hacker might
be difficult to prosecute even though it has been detected. The existing extradition
legislation will have to be reviewed to include computer crime as one of the
extraditable offence.106
The adoption of these provisions suggests that just as the case of the USA, Malaysia
is circumventing the principle of territoriality, a generally accepted principles in
criminal jurisdiction doctrine.107 Mutual respect for the state sovereignty is thepremise
upon which this doctrine is based and it is allied to the principle of non-interference in
the exclusive domain of other states.108 However, there are certain exceptional
circumstances justifying the adoption of extra-territoriality such as the nationality of
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the accused, nationality of the victim, the protection of national security and the
protection of universal values.109 Despite the absence of international law to restrict
the application of extra-territoriality, the UN has suggested that states are expected to
take into account the principles of co-operation and reasonableness in exercising such
jurisdiction.110 One could speculate the difficulty that the Malaysian police would
encounter in enforcing the 1997 Act beyond its border without the international
co-operation and mutual assistance."1 This wide and unrealistic assertion about
jurisdiction does not augur well for the aspiration of the political leadership into
making Malaysia as a leader in cyber law reforms.
Evidential Issue
A unique feature of Malaysian law is the provision for the burden of proof relating to
unauthorised access. The UK and the Singapore counterparts are silent on this point.
Such a burden is made easier for the prosecution by the unique requirement of section
8, which provides that a rebuttable presumption of unauthorised access arises unless
the contrary is proved, upon proof of these elements: a) that the accused must have in
his custody" 2 or control,"3 any program, data or other information; b) that the
program, data or other information which he has in his custody or control is one
which he is not authorised to have and c) that the program, data or other information
is held in any computer or is retrieved from any computer.
Put simply, section 8 creates a statutory presumption that anyone who has
unauthorised custody or control over information held in a computer has obtained
unauthorised access to that information. The accused is deemed to have obtained the
program etc through unauthorised access if the defence is unable to adduce sufficient
evidence to show that he did not have custody or control of the program etc, or that he
is duly authorised. Neither the OECD nor the Council of Europe has included this
presumption in their recommendations." 4 This section is said to be the most
beneficial provision "both in the prevention of computer crimes and in instilling
investor confidence"115 particularly, in preventing software piracy and theft of trade
secrets, two important concerns of the foreign investors in the MSC.
One of the foreign participants in the panel discussion on the MSC was reported to
say that assurances that trade secrets and other technology would be protected were
crucial to Malaysia's ability to attract foreign companies to the MSC.116 The Energy,
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Telecommunication and Posts Minister had reiterated that "software piracy in
Malaysia is not as serious as in other countries, yet the country must strive to curb the
problem in order to protect the country's software industry, particularly in view of the
MSC development".117 The section has been perceived as giving "added ammunition
to the current campaign to wipe out software piracy' which previously had to
shoulder the burden of proving that the "errant party actually committed the act of
piracy".118 The added ammunition to section 8 in preventing software piracy is the
criminalization of knowingly possessing illegally obtained software, which
inevitablywill bolster the confidence of MSC investors that software piracy is taken
seriously in Malaysia."9 The fact that in Malaysia external economic pressure, in
particular from the USA, has been the impetus for the growth of cyber laws such as
the 1997 Act is reminiscent of the Indonesian experience whereby legal reform in
intellectual property was driven by the US government offensive actions over abuse
of intellectual property rights in South East Asia in mid-1980s.120
Contrary to this, section 8 has been criticised in that it may also criminalise systems
owners whose systems are being used by hackers to deposit information retrieved
from other less accessible systems because under section 8 an unknowing owner of
the deposit site would be presumed to have obtained unauthorised access to that
program.121 The Opposition Party leader has, in Parliament, also criticised section 8
for its potential in criminalizing many computer users and that the government has
not given any good reasons for its inclusion in the 1997 Act.122
The 1997 Act is silent on the provision of evidence of computer crime, which
together with the issues of detection and prosecution, will take a centre stage once the
legislation is enforced. This is perhaps intentional in view of the existing rules on
computer evidence under the Evidence Act. The UK position is similar. The
admissibility of computer-generated evidence is governed by section 69 of the Police
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, which provides that statement in a document
produced by computer shall not be admissible in evidence unless it is reliable. Yet,
recent decisions indicate that the section does not apply where a computer printout is
tendered as real or original evidence and no hearsay rule exists.123
The nature of "evidence" for a successful prosecution of the new hacking offences
can be a problem to the enforcement agencies. In all cases of computer intrusion, the
target computer's electronic log files and audit trails are crucial and sometime the
only indication of intrusion. However, owing to the nature of electronic data, the
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operators of the target server or even the hacker himself/herself are in a position to
modify and change the content of the log files, before, during and after the intrusion
process. As such the accuracy or the integrity of the log files and other similar data
can be compromised and cannot be guaranteed. Some experts have even suggested
that due to its vulnerability to manipulation such logs should not be admissible as
evidence in the court.124 Furthermore, some computer experts have criticised the Act
in failing to clarify the lines between evidence and identity. As computer surfers are
bound to copy or modify information on the Internet for their own benefit, this blurs
the identity lines. The problem is how they can be tracked down when the data or
content need not be physically removed for unauthorised access to be detected.125
It is significant to ascertain at first instance whether the device or equipment in
question is a "computer" before considering the elements constituting the offence.
This is because it is without doubt that a computer is a "document" for the purposes
of the Malaysian Evidence Act 1950. However, the definition of a "computer" differs
from the one in the 1997 Act. Section 3 of the 1960 Act states that:
A computer means any device for recording, storing, processing,
retrieving or producing any information or other matter, or for
performing any one or more of those functions, by whatever name
or description such device is called; and where two or more
computers carry out any one or more those functions in combination or in succession or otherwise howsoever conjointly, they shall
be treated as a single computer.
Sections 90A, 90B and 90C of the Malaysian Evidence Act 1960 pave the way for
documentary hearsay evidence produced by computers, i.e. computer printouts, to be
admissible in a criminal trial as of right, subject only to the limitation imposed by the
said sections. The effect of these sections was to enable computer-generated records
and information to be admissible as evidence without the maker of the document (the
person who actually type the document) being called as a witness, as he/she may not
be found or not in a position to be called. Consequently, this would bring the
evidential requirement of the "best evidence rule" up to date with the realities of the
electronic age.126
Section 90A is an exception to the hearsay rule and provides that a statement in a
computer record is admissible as evidence of the facts contained, provided it was
recorded in the course of its ordinary use.127 For the document to be admissible it is
sufficient if the person who is responsible for the operation of the computer gives a
certificate stating that to the best of his knowledge and belief it was made in the
course of its ordinary use.128 This section cannot be relied on by the accused if he/she
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was directly or indirectly involved in the production of the said document. This is to
avoid self-serving evidence, which, if allowed can be used at will. Thus if the
printouts were prepared by the opposing party, then they will be admissible under this
section.
In the significant case of Gnanasegaran v PP, a case concerning breach of trust
involving computerised records generated by the bank's computers, the Malaysian
Court of Appeal held that section 90A provides that computer-generated record made
in the ordinary course of its business is admissible if the following are proven: a) the
documents were produced by a computer, and b) the computer records are produced
in the course of its ordinary use. Such proof can be made either by way of a certificate
signed by someone solely in charge of the computer that produces the printout as
required by section 90A(2), or by an officer of the bank. The present case would seem
to suggest that it is no longer necessary to call the person who keys in the data or
information into the computers to be present in court as a witness, provided he does
so in the course of ordinary course use of the computer.
Section 90B provides some guidelines to assess the weight or probative force of
computer-generated evidence. It provides only some of the matters such as the
manner and purpose of creation or accuracy and the list is not exhaustive. It also
provides that the courts have to consider the time lapse between the occurrence of the
fact and the supply of information into the computer. Regard must also be had as to
whether the supplier of information or the person possessing the computer evidence
had any incentive to conceal or misrepresent the facts in the document. This is to
ensure reliability of the data or the programs used to process the data. By section 90C,
any provision in the Evidence Act or any written law inconsistent with it (only actual
documents as opposed to computer-generated ones are admissible) would be deemed
to be inapplicable. Hence, this would obliterate the need to comply with any law
requiring actual documents to be produced in evidence as opposed to the
computer-generated one.
Search, Seizure and Hindrance to Investigation
The 1997 Act provides for wide powers of arrest, entry, search and seizure, which
may be a cause for concern among MSC investors. Section 10(1) enables a magistrate
to issue search warrants where there are reasonable grounds for believing that the
offences under the Act has been committed, to permit entry to premises, by force if
necessary, to search, seize and detain any evidence found therein.129 However, the
search of premises can be conducted without a warrant if the police have reasonable
cause to believe that the evidence of the offence is in the premises and that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that delay in obtaining the warrant would frustrate the
purpose of the search.130 Section 10(3) provides that the offences under the 1997 Act
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are seizable (or arrestable) offences and thereby attract the police powers of arrest
without warrant.
The law enforcers have a power to make lawful demands in the execution of their
duty131 and failure to comply will attract a maximum jail sentence of three years and/
or a maximum fine of RM 25,000.132 The 1997 Act provides a safeguard for potential
defendants in that a prosecution under the Act can only be instituted with the written
consent of the Public Prosecutor.133 Although failure to comply with section 11
applies to the accused, inevitably it covers victims as well since the evidence of a
computer crime can often be found on the victim's computer. In view of the fact that
failure to report a computer crime could hinder or delay police investigation of computer
crime, section 11 could mean that victims are mandated or obliged to report such
crimes.134 If this is the case, then this provision lacks clarity and runs the risk of being
misapplied. There is an apparent conflict between sections 10 and 11 and the
government's objective of providing reassurance to MSC investors of their business
and technology protection. It is an accepted fact that corporate victims are not willing
to report to the police of intrusions into their computer networks.135 Many reasons
can be attributed to the lack of reporting. Suffice to say that they may be unaware of
the breach,136 or that they may be concerned that seizure of documents and computers
will disrupt normal business operations,137 or commercial embarrassment138 and fear
of adverse publicity.139

Duty to Report
Under the UK law there is no general duty to report cases of misuse to the police. The
obligations to report have been considered by both the Scottish Law Commission and
English Law Commission but were rejected.140 As there is no duty to report any crime
in the UK, creating such a duty in respect of computer crime would be anomalous.
However, since 1994 there is such a duty under the Drug Trafficking Act, requiring
those working in the financial sector to report knowledge or suspicion on money
laundering.141 The UN Manual on the Prevention and Control of Computer-related
Crime has recommended victims' co-operation in reporting but stops short of
recommending an obligation to report. However, the Convention on Cyber Crimes
has recommended a duty to report for purposes of investigation into cyber crimes.142
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Despite the benefits that may accrue to law enforcement by an obligation to report
computer crimes, it is an unrealistic expectation that corporate victims would readily
comply to such law. Section 11 is suffused with lack of clarity and precision. This
does not augur well towards promoting Malaysia's leadership in the growth of cyber
laws as well as its ability to instill investor confidence. However, in view of the
foreign investment-related goals of the government, it is rather unlikely that failure to
report a computer crime is intended to be a violation of the section. It remains open
for the courts to decide.

The Critique of the Act
The Computer Crimes Act 1997 can be improved at two levels. On the one hand, at
the instrumental level existing provisions can be clarified by changing the statutory
language, which can have far-reaching effects. Four provisions have been identified
for these purposes, which are sections 5, 6, 9 and 11. On the other hand, at the
normative level, new modern approaches to governing computer crime can
supplement the traditional approach.
As section 5 is primarily concerned with modification as opposed to hindrance or
obstruction to a computer system, there appears to be a lacuna in the law. Hence, in
this respect the 1990 Act provides a broader and better protection than the Malaysian
law. The loophole in the Malaysian law could be plugged by following the approach
adopted by the UK and the Singapore positions. Such measure can include amending
the 1997 Act to include a new offence of unauthorised obstruction of use of computer.
The proposed section (which could be in the form of section 5 A) should provide that:
(1)

(2)

Whoever knowingly interferes with, or interrupts or obstructs the
lawful use of, a computer or impedes, hinders or prevents access to
any program or data or impairs the usefulness or effectiveness of,
any program or data held in any computer commits an offence
under this section.
Whoever commits an offence under this section shall be punished
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years, or
with fine not exceeding one hundred thousand ringgit.

Where wrongful communication of access codes is concerned, the government has
two options, either to make section 6 a strict liability offence or alternatively, to create
the defence of lack of mens rea into the offence. This would obviate the need for the
prosecution to prove intent without creating a strict liability offence. The proposed
statutory provisions are as follows:
(1)
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(1)

Whoever communicates directly or indirectly a number,
code, password or other means of access to a computer to
any person other than a person to whom he is duly
authorised to communicate commits an offence under this
section, unless he can establish that he had no intention to
communicate that information to an unauthorised person.

Asserting jurisdiction over individuals who have committed an offence that has a
nexus with Malaysia can narrow the broad provision ofjurisdiction in section 9. This
could be an offence which affects a computer in Malaysia, but committed by a person
who is located in Malaysia at the time, or by using a computer located in Malaysia
regardless of the location of the computer(s) ultimately targeted, or the location from
which the offence is initiated.143 The proposed section 9 is as below:
(1)

It is immaterial for the purposes of any offence under this
Act if any act or other event, which is an element of the
offence, occurred in Malaysia, provided there was a link
with Malaysia in the circumstances of the act or event.

In relation to hindering police investigation in section 11, there are two possible
options. On the one hand, if the section was intended to create a duty to report suspected cases of misuse this should be explicitly provided. On the other hand, if no
such duty is intended, a new offence in section 11 should be created as follows:
(1)

(2)

Any person who, knowingly fails to report his reasonable suspicion that an offence under the Act has been commited, commits
an offence under this section. OR
No person shall be required under the Act to provide any
information in respect of any crime.

If Malaysia is serious about being a leader in the development of cyber laws there is
a need to update the approaches to the 1997 Act, which were based on the law created
before the widespread use of the Internet. Otherwise, despite the availability of other
modalities of constraints such as the technology and management best practices
Malaysia would be stuck to the legal solution that was only appropriate in that era.
Several strategies can be undertaken such as by expanding the scope of the provisions
to include a broader category of offenders, adopting a creative way of sentencing the
offenders and creating a compliance model for information security.
An apparent limitation of the 1997 Act, that is similar to the 1990 Act, is that it does
not provide for the prosecution of the growing number of "professional" virus writers
who spread rogue codes in books and through computer bulletin boards, or who
disseminate malioious materials, usually for profit. There are readily available
software programs for hacking tactics like "war dialing", "sniffing" and "fingering",
143
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all of which are used to exploit security weaknesses in computer systems. The
publication and dissemination of these codes have, in a way, made the tasks of law
enforcer more formidable. One could speculate that this unacceptable conduct would
be within the ambit of the inchoate offence of abetment (by instigation)144 to commit
an offence contrary to section 7(1) of the 1997 Act that provides for abetting crimes
within the ambit of the 1997 Act. The case of R v Pile could be of some guidance to
the Malaysian courts in dealing with cases involving incitement to spread computer
viruses or other malicious programs. As such, Section 7 should be reviewed to
include criminalization of those supplying cracking software, malevolent codes and
the like. Prosecution of those who disseminate or knowingly allowed such codes and
information to be disseminated that can be used in the commission of computer crimes
may go toward reducing their availability.
Despite the critics of the harsh punishment imposed by the 1997 Act, these
punishments have an educative utility.145 However, there are other options other than
imprisonment and fines that can be more meaningful towards curbing computer crimes.
One such penalty is the confiscation of the technology used in the commission of the
crime, which had been adopted by the California Penal Code.146 The deprivation of
computers from this type of offenders who may be overly dependent on computers
may be more effective than incapacitation penalty strategy. Confiscation of
computers can be coupled with the proscription of the defendant's employment and
activities involving computers. Although these penalties may seem punitive and
retributive, they may arguably be useful in breaking the addictive pattern that hackers
may have developed.147
Malaysia should also consider establishing an information security compliance model
either through legislative measures or as a condition of granting participation in the
MSC. Such security is important given the nature of many intrusions that are attacking multiple systems and the potentially vast amount of information and data kept by
companies located in the MSC. Many Malaysian organizations are still lagging in
establishing adequate information security, leaving them to be exposed to internal
and external misuse. For instance, the Malaysian National Information and
Communications Technology Security Emergency Response Centre (NISER) Security Survey 2000/2001 revealed that 68 percent of 205 private and public organizations had experienced security breaches in 2000.148 Whilst 47 percent experienced
virus attack, 33 per cent suffered from employee misuse in the forms of Internet and
e-mail misuse, downloading pornography and pirated software.149 Yet, only 27 per
144
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cent of 108 respondents who experienced security breaches reported to the police or
other third party. 59 per cent attributed their security measures to anti-virus software
and firewalls and the level of management involvement in tackling security breaches
was relatively low.150 Such lack of concern by management for information security
is one of the reasons prompting the UN to call on senior executives and management
to commit their organizations to security and crime prevention.151 Some measures
towards emphasis on information security are already underway with the creation of
NISER in early 1998, which is expected by the government to play a vital role in
promoting good security practices, advising organizations on security issues and
creating the National IT security policy.152 Despite the creation of the 1997 Act to
deal with computer misuse, the government has encouraged organizations not only to
co-operate with the police in investigations of computer misuse but also to formulate
and enforce information security policy and measures. 153

Conclusion
In the provision of substantive offence, the Computer Crimes Act of 1997 is wider in
scope than the UK legislation. The additional offence of wrongful communication of
password etc. in the former statute can be viewed as a "preventive measure by imposing a duty of secrecy of those entrusted with important responsibilities".154 However,
the 1997 Act does not go as far as adopting the Singapore legislation on providing for
unauthorised use or interception of computer services155 or providing for the concept
of a "protected computer".156 The incorporation of the UK perspective into the 1997
Act no longer suffices to meet the current demand as the penalty imposed would
appear to be related to the type of offence and the severity of that offence, rather than
to the degree of damage caused by unauthorised access or modification as evidenced
in the Singapore statute. This suggests that not only the English approach of sentencing, but also the justification for the criminalization of unauthorised access, are being
adopted in Malaysia without modifications, thus bringing whatever problems that
occur in the UK to Malaysia. Since the 1990 Act, on which the 1997 Act was modeled,
was created before the Internet development, it may not be effective in dealing with
new Internet-related activities such as denial of service.
Broader analysis reveals such protection afforded to computer owners against all forms
of unauthorised access and modification, without exception or having regard to the
level of damage caused, could be seen as conferring some kind of ethereal status upon
the data or information held within157 as well as extending the criminal law itself. In
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one sense, the 1997 Act is worse than the 1990 Act, because with the definition of
computers provided therein, the 1997 Act would seem to criminalise the conduct
performed on a computer that will not be criminal if performed with a hard copy.
However, despite this flaw, when compared to the 1990 Act, the 1997 Act would
seem to be a better piece of legislation, as it provides for access in excess of authority,
which consequently can give a clearer guidance on the level of authority, which is a
pertinent issue in a workplace situation.

In the broader context of achieving the government's objectives and in fulfilling the
national ideology of Vision 2020, the 1997 Act requires some fine-tuning to add more
clarity and certainty to it. While some provisions are progressive and in line with
international requirements, others are ambiguous, wide and inconsistent with the needs
of the corporate victims of computer misuse who generally are not willing to report
cases of misuse. The forfeiture of computers, the proscription of defendant's
activities and employment involving computers and the criminalisation of virus
writers and distributors are some of the modern strategies that can be adopted by
Malaysia to complement the 1997 Act. In this way the 1997 Act would be able to
promote Malaysia as a leader in cyber law development as well as reassuring the
MSC investors that the government has their interests in mind.
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